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Summary. Space robotics will become a key technology for the exploration of outer
space and the operation and maintenance of space stations, satellites and other plat-
forms, saving costs and relieving man from dangerous tasks. But we do not have to
wait until robots are really autonomous or intelligent, since by modern tele-operation
and tele-presence we are able to remotely control robot systems from the ground in
the sense of “prolonging man’s arm into space”. Humans, with their several hun-
dred thousand years of evolution, will not adapt themselves to the hostile space
environment, whilst robots, which have only been developed for just over 40 years,
can be much more easily adapted to such an environment. As presented within this
work few pioneering telerobotic experiments like ROTEX, the first remotely con-
trolled space robot system, ETS-VII, the first free-floating space robot experiment,
or ROKVISS, Germany’s recent advanced space robot experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station, have been proposed and conducted on the way towards a space
robot assistant system for the usage as an artificial astronaut to perform On-Orbit
Servicing (OOS) tasks.
1 Introduction
Although there exists a large application field for telerobotics in space the
ongoing worldwide telerobotic activities concentrates on three specific mis-
sion and application fields: on-orbit assembly and servicing, (science) payload
tending and planetary surface robotics. Within these fields of application the
advanced robotics tasks to be handled range from preparation and operational
support of scientific experiments (both internal and external) on a space sta-
tion, over inspection, maintenance, and repair of orbital infrastructure and
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systems, towards recovery and cleaning up of space debrise, as well as explo-
ration and coverage of planets and orbs in general.
In general, the design and deployment of space robotic components is
caused by the specific manipulation and mobility aspects of the mission’s
requirements. For instance, the increasing number of launched satellites per
year calls for solutions
• to overcome malfunctions or system failures and keep space infrastruc-
ture operational, as well as extend the operational lifetime of ageing space
systems and satellites like stations or telecommunication systems.
• to keep free operational space for telecommunication systems in geo-
synchronized orbit, as well as to avoid the endangering of space systems
in LEO and of the public living in the habited parts on Earth. Examples
for such dangerous stranded space systems in the past are Skylab and
MIR. In the future, the uncontrolled and accidental de-orbiting of other
huge satellites is expected, where parts of these will hit the surface of the
Earth.
Robotics scientists are developing tele-operated human-like robots for or-
bital servicing (On-Orbit-Servicing, OSS), to potentially eliminate the need
for dangerous and expensive astronaut servicing. As the following sections
will show, nowadays robotics technology is mature enough to act as a useful
tool in supporting the astronaut during useful work. In addition, advanced
robotics technology can relieve the human from servicing tasks to perform
tasks best suited to human decision-making and flexibility that is unlikely in
the near-term to be matched by autonomous or tele-operated robots. DLR’s
achievements on advanced telerobotics concepts in On-Orbit-Servicing within
the last 20 years give an impression about the near future space robotics
capabilities in case of On-Orbit-Servicing (see Sec. 4).
2 The Space Robotics On-Orbit Servicing Profile
When comparing human skills with those of present-day robots of course hu-
man beings in general are by far superior, but when comparing the skill of an
astronaut in a clumsy space-suit with that of the best available robot technol-
ogy, then the differences are becoming smaller. For intra-vehicular laboratory
activities (IVA) e.g. a robot basically would have to compare with the full
human skill and mobility. To be honest, many of the manual operations to be
done in a space-laboratory environment are fairly simple standard operations,
like handling parts, opening and closing doors, pulling drawers, pushing but-
tons etc. which have to be done just by stepping through extensive, written
procedures. Real intuition and manual skill is particularly requested in non-
nominal situation and repair situations. Although it is not clear today when a
multi-fingered robot hand might be as skilled as the human hand and when (if
ever) a robot might show up real intelligence and autonomy, it nevertheless is
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Fig. 1. Typical manipulation profiles to serve for by astronauts are associated with
the assembly of space structures or satellite servicing missions as maintenance of
the Hubble Space Telescope (left). In general, most of the servicing technology has
been pushed from the International Space Station (ISS) programme. A number of
cargo-handling manipulators are proposed to operate on the ISS as the European
Robotic Arm (ERA), the Japanese Remote Manipulator System (JEMRMS), and
even the US Mobile Servicing System (MSS) including the Space Station Remote
Manipulator System (SSRMS, Canadarm2) (right). [Photos by courtesy of NASA]
obvious that even with today’s technology and the available telerobotic con-
cepts based on close co-operation between man (e.g. the ground operator) and
machine, there are many tasks in space, where robots can replace or at least
augment human activities with reduced cost from a mid-term perspective.
Launch access to orbit, orbital and target inspection maneuvering are
mandatory before a robot can serve for proximity operations like in-orbit
assembly, maintenance of equipment, and replenishment of consumables to-
wards system upgrade and repair (see Fig. 1) [4]. In general, robot servic-
ing can be achieved through the exchange of modular components (Orbit
Replaceable Units, ORU); To minimize the complexity of a servicing task
ORUs are widely in use within space to provide an easy module-based re-
placement concept to serve for. Major maintenance tasks are the re-supply
of consumables (fluids, materiel and data storage) to the target and clean-
ing/resurfacing/decontamination charging. Diagnoses and correction of faults
or failures are typically tailored by ORUs examination and replacement.
The first general purpose robotic manipulator4 designed for specific use in
the harsh environment of space was the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System
(SRMS, Canadarm). SRMS has successfully flown on over 70 Shuttle flights
and has retrieved more than a dozen satellites [3]. The SRMS was the first
robotic manipulator to demonstrate the principle of robotic servicing. The
Canadarm2 and the original Canadarm (see Fig. 1, right side) could work
together, handing payloads to one another.
4 ”Manipulator” and ”robot arm” have similar concepts. ”Manipulator” means a
machine similar to a human arm that can do various operation, whereas ”robot
arm” has a nuance of an arm of a ”robot” with certain degree of intelligence.
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Fig. 2. The first remotely controlled robot in space, a multi-sensory robot on board
of a shuttle worked in autonomous modes, teleoperated by astronauts, as well as in
different telerobotic control modes by a human operator from ground.
3 Pioneering Orbital Telerobotics Experiments
Future On-Orbit-Servicing systems seems to be designed as unmanned space-
crafts which will be remotely operated by a human operator on ground or an
astronaut on board of an orbiter spacecraft or space station. In spite of the
fact that all these proposed new systems are still in the design or preparation
phase a lot of know-how concerning the operation and the design of space
robot servicer systems was gained during previous space robotics missions.
Within the last 20 years three pioneering space robot experiments have been
performed with the aim on demonstrating key robotics technology for un-
manned On-Orbit-Servicing activities: ROTEX (1993) - The first remotely
controlled space robot system, ETS-VII (1998) - The first free-flying space
robot system, and ROKVISS (2005) - The first high-fidelity telepresence
controlled high performance light-weight robot on the ISS.
3.1 ROTEX - The first remotely controlled space robot system
With the Spacelab-Mission D2, flown at the end of April 1993, the first re-
motely controlled robot arm was carried into the earth orbit inside the cargo of
the Shuttle COLUMBIA. The advanced Space Robot Technology Experiment
ROTEX was the begin of Germany’s participation in space automation and
robotics. For the first time in the history of space flight a small, multi-sensory
robot proposed and realized by DLR’s Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics
(DLR-RM) have been conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of servicing
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Fig. 3. The telerobotic concepts of ROTEX: shared local autonomy, shared control
and optional switching between task level, sensor-based teleprogramming and on-
line-teleoperation using predictive graphics (see also Fig. 12).
prototype capabilities by a remotely controlled robot inside the Spacelab-
Module. The basic goals of ROTEX have been (1) the verification of joint
control (including friction motion) under zero gravity, (2) the evaluation of
DLR’s sensor-based 6 DoF hand-controller (one-hand operation) under zero
gravity, and (3) the performance demonstration of a complex, multi-sensory
robot system with powerful man-machine-interfaces, in a variety of opera-
tional modes, including on-line teleoperation and off-line programming from
ground (see Fig. 3) [11].
ROTEX has been operated within an enclosed workcell integrated into a
rack of the Spacelab-D2 Module (left side of Fig. 2). Key operational modes
for the remote robot control have been performed from both, an on-board
workstation integrated into another rack and from DLR’s ground control
center in Oberpfaffenhofen (right side of Fig. 2). The defined workcell was
prepared to demonstrate the most different applications by not restricting
the performed prototype tasks to internal servicing operations, but also aim-
ing at assembly and external servicing (e.g. grasping a floating satellite) as
assembling a mechanical truss structure from identical cube-link parts, con-
necting/disconnecting an electrical plug, to simulate an ORU exchange using
a bajonet closure mechanism, and grasping a floating object.
The ROTEX manipulator was a small robot arm built up by six joints to
be able to reach in all directions and grasp objects within the enclosed work-
cell. A multi-sensory gripper has been provided a number of sensors including
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Fig. 4. One of the pioneering experiments in ROTEX has been the fully automatic
grasping of a free-flying object from ground despite a varying round-trip-delay of up
to 7 seconds.
two 6-axis force-torque wrist sensors located at the back of the gripper to
prevent the robot of overloading, a gripping assembly containing an array of
9 laser for distance-measuring, tactile sensors and grasping force control. A
tiny pair of stereo television cameras within the gripping assembly gave a di-
rect view of the manipulated object. In addition a fixed pair of video cameras
provided stereo images of the whole workcell.
The basic operational modes of ROTEX have been based on a unified
shared local autonomy control concept that distributes intelligence between
the operator and the teleoperator in the sense of a task-directed approach,
termed as tele-sensor-programming (TSP) approach (compare Fig. 3) [13, 8].
Presuming that sufficient information about the actual environment is avail-
able from sensors, partial tasks can be executed independently on the machine
level. Local sensory feedback control loops are executed by the robot system,
while global task planning has to be done interactively by a human operator
(shared local autonomy approach). To provide ROTEX with the capability
of acting and reacting in such an autonomous way the TSP concept has been
based on a sufficient shared control approach [2, 1]. Herein, the control of the
operation is shared between local sensory feedback control loops, closed at the
robot’s site (i.e. on-board and in the predictive ground simulation), and gross
commands, which are generated by the robot control system of the operator.
Basic or gross commands are refined autonomously providing the robot with a
modest kind of sensory intelligence [33], and may be originated from a human
operator handling the control/sensor ball or alternatively from an intelligent
path planning module [12].
Even if the essential telerobotic control concept of ROTEX has used the
integrated sensors, on-board sensory feedback was restricted to force-torque
and range finder signals only due to on-board processor limitations. In general,
feedback to the human operator during on-line teleoperation was provided via
the visual system (stereo video images). In addition, to deal with time delays
of up to 5-7 seconds, a powerful delay-compensating predictive 3D-stereo-
graphic simulation of the robot and the workcell has been provided for the
operator on ground, which has included the robot’s sensory behavior.
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Fig. 5. The ETS-VII satellite was designed to verify key technologies on au-
tonomous rendezvous, docking (left) and robotics technologies in space (right).
To experiment the rendezvous-and-docking maneuver HIKOBOSHI has opened the
docking mechanism holding ORIHIME and started to separate from each other at
the low speed of 2cm/sec. After separation HIKOBOSHI and ORIHIME flew in
formation for several minutes at a constant distance. On command HIKOBOSHI
started approaching ORIHIME along the flight direction (1cm/sec) and captured
ORIHIME with the docking mechanism [?]. [Photos by courtesy of JAXA]
The most considered experiment was the autonomous catching of a free-
floating object6 (see Fig. 4). This experiment may be treated as a precursor
mission to the long term goal of capturing a non cooperative, tumbling satel-
lite in free space (see also TECSAS 4.2). Due to the lack of space proven image
processing hardware, for the capturing experiment the control loop was closed
via an image processing system on ground. The current total signal round trip
time was determined during experiment execution and regarded by the predic-
tion of the free floating part’s position. This principle may be directly applied
for today’s satellite repair missions in order to keep the required hardware
effort for the space craft as low as possible [12, 15].
3.2 ETS-VII Satellite - The first free-floating space robot
In November 1997, the 7th satellite of the ETS satellite series, proposed and re-
alized by the Japanese space agency JAXA (formerly NASDA), was launched.
The ETS-VII satellite was designed to verify key technologies on autonomous
rendezvous, docking and robotics technologies in space [41, 49, 50]. To demon-
strate an autonomous rendezvous and docking maneuver the ETS-VII sys-
tem (see Fig. 5, left) has been composed of two unmanned spacecrafts, a
servicer satellite (Hikoboshi) and a smaller client subsatellite (Orihime). The
first free-floating space robot arm was mounted on an Earth pointing surface
of the servicer satellite to perform several teleoperation experiments.
The robotics experiment system of ETS-VII (see Fig. 5, right) has been
composed by a 6 DoF robot arm and various payloads designed for prototypi-
cal tele-operated experiments like manipulating a simulated ORU [43, 42, 47].
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To handle payloads like small equipments or to grasp a floating object like
the target satellite specific tools as the taskboard or the target satellite han-
dling tool have been used. Up to six CCD cameras were installed on board to
monitor the ETS-VII system, especially the telerobotics experiments. A pair
of hand cameras were used as an on-board vision sensor for visual servicing
control of the robot arm.
The ETS-VII robot arm has been provided three kinds of control modes: a
joint angle/velocity control mode, a compliance control mode (including force
control, active limp and impedance control) and an arm tip position/attitude
control mode. To evaluate the performance of the robot’s compliance control
capabilities a peg-in-hole task has been experimented. Occurred errors in po-
sition and attitude of the peg were corrected by the compliance controller, in
particular a local sensory feedback control loop approach as within ROTEX.
A time delay of approximately seven seconds for ground controlled tele-
operation requests telerobotic concepts like shared control, predictive display
and visual guidance as introduced with ROTEX. Thus, it is obvious to use
similar concepts within ETS-VII and to distinguish between an automatic
tele-programming mode and a telemanipulation mode to command and oper-
ate the robot arm from ground. In general, in case of telemanipulation the
robot arm was manually controlled by a set of joysticks, a translation and a
rotation hand controller.
The advanced telerobotics experiments of ETS-VII have been demon-
strated the first ground-space bilateral teleoperation limited due to a large
time delay [51, 50, 52, 44]. Several experiments as a slope tracing task and
a peg-in-hole task were tele-operated by a model-based bilateral control ap-
proach using a 6DoF haptic interface as master. Task performance was com-
pared between the bilateral mode and the unilateral mode with force telemetry
data visually displayed on a screen. As experienced with the ETS-VII sys-
tem, kinesthetic force feedback to the operator is helpful even under such a
long time delay, to improve the performance of the task.
3.3 GETEX - The German ETS-VII Technology Experiment
The invitation to participate in the Japanese ETS-VII project led up to the
verification of the dynamical considerations and lab experiments of the na-
tionally funded Experimental Servicing Satellite (ESS) study under real mis-
sion conditions (see Fig. 6). In April 1999 DLR-RM received the permission
from our Japanese colleagues to remotely program and control their robot
from Tsukuba/Japan [24]. The so-called GETEX (GErman Technology EX-
periment) project, performed in cooperation with the Institute of Robotics
Research (IRF) at the University of Dortmund [16], was very successful as
was the whole ETS-VII mission. The ETS-VII robot has been operated
• to verify the dynamic models for the interaction between a robot arm and
its free-flying carrier [19]. The results gained from this crucial experiment
represent an important step towards a free-flying service satellite [22, 21].
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Fig. 6. In the course of the (ESS) study, DLR-RM has been investigated the dy-
namical behavior of a free-flying servicing satellite (carrying a robot arm) to find
out the influence of the robot arm motion to the pose (position & orientation) of the
servicer satellite [26, 37, 27]. A hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulator, which mainly
consist of a two-robot system and the relevant dynamic models of the involved sub-
systems, was developed allowing the simulation of the mission critical final approach
and capturing phases, taking the robot’s motion into consideration.
• to verify our sensor-based task-level programming approach including on-
board autonomy via selected image features and force-torque information;
• to use our world model update approach using real video images from
space and relating them with virtual images from the 3D CAD model.
To gain a reasonable amount of experimental data for the dynamics ver-
ification, the major part of the GETEX experiment time was allocated to
dynamic motion experiments, which consisted of a series of motions carried
out by the manipulator while the attitude control system of the ETS-VII
carrier was switched off.
In general, if a robot which is mounted on a spacecraft moves, it generates
linear and angular momentum. The attitude control system will permanently
produce forces and torques compensating for the arm motion disturbances.
The spacecraft may then be considered as inertial in the co-ordinates of an
orbit-fixed system, and the problem of robot motion planning can be solved
using the same methods as for terrestrial, fix base manipulators. Due to the
linear momentum conservation, which states that the center of mass of the
system comprising the robot and the satellite is constant, the motion of a
manipulator mounted on the satellite will lead to a compensating motion of
the satellite. The amount of satellite translation produced, depends on the
masses of the bodies constituting the system.
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Fig. 7. The influence of the satellite attitude control mode on the path described by
the robot end-effector - the same joint motion is carried out by a robot with a fixed
base (left), an attitude controlled robot (middle) and a free-floating robot (right).
For space robotic systems which are neither position nor attitude con-
trolled the angular momentum conservation law leads further to a rotation of
the spacecraft, by an amount which results from the mass and inertia proper-
ties of the manipulator links and the spacecraft. It is generally assumed that
no external forces act on such free-floating robots [38, 39]. The free-floating
mode of operation is of interest for space robots not only for the reason that
attitude control fuel may be saved, it will also be of importance during repair
missions, when the servicing satellite is very close or in contact to the target
satellite: any action of the attitude control system of either of the two satel-
lites during this phase could lead to a collision and thus to a potential damage
on the two spacecrafts.
As long as the tasks performed with the robot are described in robot-fixed
coordinates, the fact that the satellite position remains uncontrolled has no
influence. If, however, the task is described with respect to an orbit-fixed co-
ordinate system, as it would be the case for example for the capturing of a
defect satellite, the satellite’s motion has to be taken into account (see Fig. 7).
3.4 ROKVISS - High performance light-weight robotics in space
Space presents an extremely harsh operational environment for robotics tech-
nology that limits the on-orbit life and performance capability of space
robotics technologies, in particular the electronics components, due to ra-
diation surroundings. The break for (low-cost) intelligent space robotics tech-
nology has been the absence of innovative, high-performance, and survivable
electronics space components. Even if radiation-hardened (rad-hard) circuit
versions are available their tolerance levels are not always compatible with
the Space requirements. So far, technology for space robotics applications has
to deal with bulky and most expensive rad-hard components which limits the
performance and capability of space robots, especially of telerobotics appli-
cations in space. The ongoing telerobotics experiment ROKVISS - Robotics
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Fig. 8. At the end of a 5 hours space walk the astronauts succeeded in mounting the
external flight unit (REU) and S-Band antenna (CUP) of ROKVISS, and connecting
the necessary cables to the on-board controller. [ISS-Photo by courtesy of NASA]
Component Verification on the International Space Station (ISS) - has been
prepared to demonstrate the feasibility of innovative, high-performance, and
survivable electronics components for a new kind of intelligent robotics joint
technology as required for On-Orbit-Servicing applications.
ROKVISS has been proposed to verify and demonstrate the performance
and capabilities of DLR’s modular light-weight, torque-controlled robotic
joints under real space conditions [17]. Composed by a lot of common elec-
tronics components, which are identical to those used in DLR’s seven joint
light weight robot [34, 31], a latch-up protection power supply circuit has
been designed and integrated into the robotics joint electronics to prevent
burn out of the robotics joint hit, and hence to protect the integrated sensors
and common industrial electronics components. Thus, ROKVISS investi-
gates the functions and capabilities of robotic joints, and will identify their
dynamic and friction behavior over a long time duration, with the aim to get
rid of bulky and most expensive rad-hard components for space application
in favor of highly integrated circuits [17].
ROKVISS is the second space robot mission after ROTEX proposed
by DLR’s Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics5. During a space walk in
January 2005 the external flight unit (REU) and a dedicated S-Band antenna
5 ROKVISS was realized by DLR’s Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics (DLR-
RM) in cooperation with the German space companies EADS-ST, Kaiser-Threde,
and vHS (von Ho¨rner & Sulger) and close collaboration of the Russian Federal
Space Agency ROSKOSMOS and RKK Energia.
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have been mounted outside at Zvezda, the Russian Service Module of the
ISS (Fig 8). Inside the service module CUP was connected to the on-board
controller (OBC) of the REU. The REU of ROKVISS (see right-hand side
of Fig. 10) is composed by a small robot arm with two torque-controlled
joints, a power supply, and a video supply to control a stereo camera, an earth
observation camera, and an illumination system. A mechanical contour device
is placed within the working environment of the robot arm to verify the robot’s
functions and performance. Since February 2005, ROKVISS is operated by
DLR-RM in close collaboration with ZUP, the ISS ground control station in
Moscow. After one year of successful operation the ROKVISS hardware is
still working, and the mission will be prolongated for another year.
For the first time in space robotics a direct radio link contact between
on-ground and on-board controllers is used for ground-controlled teleopera-
tion instead of a delayed inter-orbit communication link as realized within
ROTEX or ETS-VII, who have been used a tracking and data relay satel-
lite [11, 41]. Thus, the OBC of ROKVISS has direct access to CUP, a dedicated
S-Band communication system including a separate boom antenna pointing to
the earth (Fig 8). On earth the ROKVISS ground controller (OGC) has also
direct access to a transceiver system (Cortex Data EGSE) of DLR’s tracking
station in Weilheim [17]. To get access to the OBC the direct radio link must
be established before. Using a direct radio link limits the access time to the
on-board system down to time windows of 8 minutes length, when the ISS
passes through the tracking space of the ground antenna.
Deviant of past space robotics experiments the ROKVISS communi-
cation protocol is served by OBC/OGC instead of using external support
equipment. Both are responsible for (de-)modulation of ROKVISS-data into
frames which are transferred over the S-Band channel. In spite of ESA re-
quirements the transfer frame protocol is compliant to the CCSDS teleme-
try/telecommand standards which have been tailored as described in [17] to
get rid of protocol overhead, and to meet the specific real-time requirements
of the telepresence mode (a proposed sample rate for transfer of 500 Hz and a
jitter of at most 1 ms). In general, the dedicated S-band communication link
provides an overall data rate of 256 kbit/s for telecommand (uplink-channel)
and 4 Mbit/s for telemetry (downlink-channel) data, including 3,5 Mbit/s for
videodata. Due to a lean, dedicated point-to-point protocol implementation
the measured round-trip times are less than 20ms depending on the position
of the ISS.
During one year of operation the robot joints have been extensively tested
and identified (dynamics, joint parameters) by repetitively performing prede-
fined robot tasks in an automatic mode, or even by direct operator interaction.
For the design of the joint level controller (position, torque, and impedance
control capabilities) efficient and reliable autonomous off-line identification
methods have been developed, which allow the stiffness, damping and friction
parameter identification at joint level. Starting from the model and corre-
sponding identification measurements, a modified time-efficient, on-line iden-
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Fig. 9. Stereo video images taken by the integrated cameras of ROKVISS showing
on left the arm pointing at the solar panel, and at the right pointing to the Soyuz
docked to the ISS.
tification procedure based upon Recursive Least Squares algorithms is used for
identification. To investigate how the space environment affects the behavior
of two interacting bodies, the ROKVISS experiment contour is used to mea-
sure the energy dissipation occurring during intermittent impact events, as
well as the frictional forces acting between two bodies while they are moving
w.r.t. each other in a lasting contact situation.
The telerobotic concept of ROKVISS is based on DLR-RM’s shared
control/shared local autonomy techniques (see Sec. 3.1) as introduced with
ROTEX and improved as MARCO supervisory control concept within GE-
TEX [10]: All predefined tasks of ROKVISS can be executed by sending
a path or a force trajectory to the on-board system. Feedback to the man-
machine-interface (MMI) of the MARCO telerobotic ground control station
is provided via the on-board camera system and the system’s housekeeping
data. Due to limited direct link experiment time the following automatic mode
experiments have been performed (independent of direct radio link): Prede-
fined trajectories (a) without force contact, (b) with force contact (i.e. contour
tracking or movement against spring load) and (c) with a change from non-
contact to contact condition (contact dynamics experiment). In contrast to the
automatic mode experiments, the teleoperation experiments are conducted
via direct operator interaction (see ROTEX 3.1) instead of time-line-based
mission activation.
Another important issue of ROKVISS is to verify a high-fidelity force-
reflecting telemanipulation concept based on the dedicated high-speed direct
radio link to show the feasibility of immersive telepresence methods for future
satellite servicing tasks. Differently to the teleoperation mode the human op-
erator is “immersively” included into the control loop consuming stereo video
images (like Fig. 9) in conjunction with the measured robot joint/torque val-
ues, which are fed back to the MMI on ground (see Fig. 10). The ROKVISS
robot is controlled by the human operator using DLR-RM’s force-feedback
joystick to generate force and position commands, to drive the robot joints
into the desired state. To cope with longer and varying time-delays, sophis-
ticated bilateral control schemes have to be used. Among common bilateral
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Fig. 10. High-fidelity telepresence control: During direct radio link contact the
ROKVISS manipulator can be commanded by an operator on ground. A stereo
camera is mounted on the 2nd joint: The stereo video images, together with the
current robot joint and torque values, are fed back in real-time to an operator at the
ground station where the operator controls the manipulator via a force-feedback-
control device.
control schemes new approaches as time domain passivity and wave-variables,
in which the time-varying delay is simulated and compensated due to the orbit
of the ISS, have been developed to investigate their efficiency and feasibility
under real mission conditions [7, 28, 29, 30].
3.5 DLR’s Telerobotics Technologies for On-Orbit Servicing
The experience gained with ROTEX laid an excellent basis for projects and
studies on space robotics. ROTEX and ETS-VII were pure experimental
systems to show and improve the principles of ground control under time delay
constraints. The ROKVISS technology experiment investigates innovative
advances in space robotics and demonstrates current capabilities in state-
of-the-art A&R technology, demonstrating the principle readiness of space
robots for On-Orbit-Servicing applications. As the previous space robotics
experiments has shown, the performance needed by telemanipulation requires
a hierarchically and modularly structured shared automation concept tunable
to the special operational case, which in addition allows human interference
on different levels of supervisory and decision control [18, 20, 23].
DLR’s Light-Weight Robot Technology
Service robotics requires robots which are able to manipulate objects in an
unknown, changing environment, in direct interaction with humans as well as
fully autonomously, as far as possible. Basic requirements have to be met by
the arms and hands, which differ substantially from industrial manipulators:
Space robotics as well as service robotic applications require light weight arms
for safety reasons and human friendly interaction as well as to enable mobil-
ity. A load to weight ratio of 1:1 similar to that of the human arm is desired.
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Fig. 11. The DLR’s operational light-weight robot technology (left) is based on
a modular drive concept (top left) with integrated torque sensors (top right); The
latch-up protection power supply circuit (bottom) has been designed and integrated
into the robotics joint electronics for space applicability.
Interaction with unknown environments needs compliant arms and fingers,
facilitated by the information of many different sensors and advanced control
strategies. To integrate different multi-sensory components as arms, hands,
and maybe mobile platforms into mobile robotics applications, sophisticated
mechatronic concepts and an adequate, flexible architecture of the control
system are needed. To provide arm and hand systems that match these re-
quirements is one goal of a long term project at DLR-RM. Especially, the last
years, our focus on space robotics was caused by strong considerations, how to
push robotic technologies towards space servicing applications. We developed
a new generation of light weight robots with an unbeatable weight to load ra-
tio as well as impressive control features, which make the system easy-to-use
and safe for space as well as terrestrial servicing applications [34, 31, 17].
The design philosophy of DLR’s light-weight-robots was to achieve a type
of manipulator similar to the kinematic redundancy of the human arm, a load
to weight ratio of better than 1:2, a total system-weight of less than 20 kg
for arms with a reach space of up to 1,5 m, no bulky wiring on the robot
(and no electronics cabinet as it comes with every industrial robot), and a
high dynamic performance. As all modern robot control approaches are based
on commanding joint torques, joint torque control allowing programmable
impedance, stiffness and damping, was a must for us. Also, the use of pre-
cise motor position sensing and link angular sensing has been considered as
absolutely essential.
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The new robot arm concept (see Fig. 11) aimed at a completely modular
assembly system with only a few basic components concerning joint mechan-
ics, electronics and links. It is based on a fully modular joint-link-assembly
system, with only a few basic components, namely three one-dof robot joint-
link types and a two-dof wrist joint. This modularity concept was supported
by SIMPACK, a powerful kinematics-dynamics analysis and design software.
In general the modularity concept gives a number of advantages, e.g. rota-
tion symmetric components, few single parts, short force transmission from
bearing to off-drive connection, identical design for pitch and roll joints, big
hollow shaft in all joints with up to 30 mm diameter, enabling the placement
of cables and plug links inside the arm.
In addition to the mechanical modularity, also the robot electronics was
designed in a modular manner. Each joint unit contains the power electronics
for the motor and a motor current controller board, analog and digital signal
processing hardware for the sensor signals and a DSP board for decentralized
joint control. A DC-DC converter board provides the different voltages re-
quired by the joint electronics. A high-speed optical serial bus (SERCOS) is
connecting the joints with the central computer. The only additional external
connections are the power supply wires for the electronics and the motor.
Telerobotic Control and Telemanipulation Concept
Satellite repair in LEO or GEO should be performed under direct control of
a human operator, due to the fact, that such missions can not be prepared
in detail off-line on-ground. On the other hand, planetary exploration mis-
sions, must be performed by a task-directed programming and control system,
which requires intelligent sensor processing methods, sophisticated planning
algorithms, and robust FDIR (failure detection, isolation and recovery) tech-
niques.
DLR has developed MARCO (Modular Automation and Robotics Con-
troller architecture) [9], which integrates both worlds, direct telemanipulation
as well as off-line programming combined with features for autonomous execu-
tion. The goal for the development this high-level programming system was to
design a unified concept for a flexible, highly interactive, on-line programmable
teleoperation station as well as an off-line programming tool, which includes
all the sensor-based control features as tested already in ROTEX [14], but in
addition provides the possibility to program a robot system on an implicit,
task-directed level.
For that reason MARCO is based on a 2in2-layer-concept, which represents
the hierarchical control structure from the planning to the executive layer: On
the implicit (Payload Expert) level the instruction set is reduced to what has
to be done. No specific robot actions will be considered at this task-oriented
level. On the other hand the robot system has to know how the task can
be successfully executed, which is described in the explicit (Robotic Expert)
control layers.
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Fig. 12. The programming and execution layers of MARCO.
4 DLR’s Envisaged On-Orbit Servicing Applications
The previous orbital telerobotic experiments have evaluated and demon-
strated key robotics technologies for prototypical On-Orbit Servicing tasks.
For real On-Orbit-Servicing as a business case the feasibility of these tech-
nologies have to be demonstrated first by realistic most common servicing
application scenarios as extending the ageing of a functional satellite or re-
pairing a malfunctioned one.
4.1 TECSAS - Technology Demonstration for On-Orbit Servicing
A German-Russian space robotics project is going on: the TECSAS (TECh-
nology SAtellite for demonstration and verification of Space systems) project
aims at the in-orbit qualification of the key robotics elements (both hardware
and software) for advanced space maintenance and servicing system, espe-
cially w.r.t. docking and robot-based capturing procedures. It is planned, in
close cooperation with the Russian Babakin Space Center, to perform such
sensitive operations as rendezvous and close approach maneuvers, which will
be necessary for further servicing activities. The Russian Multi-Purposes Or-
bital Boost Platform as the base module for the mission provides the insertion
into initial parking orbit as well as supports rendezvous and docking maneu-
vers. For docking and capturing operations we prefer to use our own robotics
means (manipulator, controller, etc.) as well as MARCO as the ground control
environment.
The entire mission will be performed utilizing following steps: far ren-
dezvous, close approach, inspection fly around, formation flight, capture,
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Fig. 13. The capturing approach of the floating, non-cooperative target system: (1)
Close approach phase, (2) capture of the target by chaser with the aid of manipu-
lator, and (3) pulling along guide elements of Docking Units and fixation with the
help of locks of Docking Units.
stabilization and calibration of the compound, compound flight maneuver,
manipulation of the target, active ground control via telepresence, passive
ground control during autonomous operations (monitoring), and controlled
de-orbiting of the compound. For the capturing of the floating target satel-
lite, the control modes will be applied as developed in the ESS study and
verified during the ETS-VII mission. After capturing, for compound stabi-
lization, the manipulator can be used as an active damping system: since the
platform, including the robot system, and the captured target system build
one compound system, the dynamic behavior of the complete system can be
influenced by moving the robot. Also for de-orbiting maneuvers the manip-
ulator can be used as a support system: it can be considered as a passive
link building the mechanical interface between the chaser and the target sys-
tem. The geometry of the compound system can be influenced by the robot’s
attitude. Additionally, the robot can be considered as an active link, thus
controlling the thrusters vector pointing to the common center of mass.
4.2 CX-OLEV - Towards On-Orbit-Servicing as Business Case
Similar to the TECSAS experiment, where we give the priority to the techno-
logical aspects of space robot servicing tasks, we will create the first business
case in on-orbit-servicing, in a strong cooperation with the industry: attach-
ing a “tugboat” to a satellite, whose propellant is declining, the lifetime of
valuable telecommunication satellites could be prolonged for several years.
Telecommunications satellites typically cost at least $250 million - and they
are designed for an average useful on-orbit life of 10-15 years. Once their on-
board propellant load is depleted, the satellites are boosted into a disposal
orbit and decommissioned, even though their revenue-generating communica-
tions relay payloads continue to function.
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Fig. 14. The capturing approach of a floating, cooperative target system: (1) Far
approach phase, (2) close approach phase with a relative motion of zero between the
target and the servicer, and (3) compound satellite system after docking.
Our industrial partner Orbital Recovery Corp. has initiated its ConeXpress-
Orbital Live Extension System (CX-OLEV) which will significantly prolong
the operating lifetimes of these valuable telecommunications satellites. The
CX-OLEV system will operate as an orbital tugboat, supplying the propul-
sion, navigation and guidance to keep a telecommunications satellite in its
proper orbital slot for many additional years. Another application of CX-
OLEV could be the rescue of a spacecraft that have been placed in a wrong
orbit by their launch vehicles, or which have become stranded in an incorrect
orbital location during positioning maneuvers. The system is designed to eas-
ily mate with all telecommunications satellites now in space or on the drawing
boards.
It will rendezvous with the telecommunications satellite and link up us-
ing our proprietary docking device that connects to the telecommunication
satellite’s apogee kick motor, as we have proposed within the ESS technology
study (see Sec. 3.3). Apogee kick motors are used by nearly every telecom-
munications satellite for orbital boost and station-keeping, and they provide
a strong, easily accessible interface point for the CX-OLEV linkup that is
always within the satellite’s center of gravity. DLR-RM’s contributions to
the CX-OLEV system are closely related to the experiences gained during
previous telerobotic experiments:
• to designe and develop a Capture Tool, including locking mechanism, sen-
sors and control software, similiar to the ESS capture tool (see Sec. 3.3);
• to provide a telemanipulation software to guide the Capture Tool, which
is mounted to the CX-OLEV system, into the apogee-motor of the target
satellite;
• to deploy and perform the Ground Control System and capture strategies.
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5 Conclusion
As previous pioneering telerobotic experiments has been shown, the achieve-
ments and deployments in Automation and Robotics (A&R) during the last
20 years reach a profession which can be used in near future to support, to
unburden, even to replace the human by safe critical or monotonous work as
a matter of routine. It seems that in future space robotics will become a key
technology for the exploration of outer space and the operation and main-
tenance of space stations, satellites and other platforms, saving costs and
relieving man from dangerous tasks. Within future spaceflights and on-orbit
servicing missions intelligent robotics technology will be used for assisting in
and carrying out different tasks inside spacecrafts or space laboratories (in-
ternal usage) as well as in free space (external usage). But we do not have
to wait until robots are really autonomous or intelligent, since by modern
teleoperation and telepresence we are able to remotely control robot systems
from the ground in the sense of “prolonging man’s arm into space”.
Ongoing development of space robotics technology has to focus on intel-
ligent, sensor-controlled, light-weight robots using modular, flexible grippers,
articulated hands and tool systems for high versatility. Even improved man-
machine interfaces for teleoperation and supervisory control concepts has to be
deployed for efficient cooperation and coordination of multi-arm and multi-
robot system. But in particular, concerning the manipulative skills present
hardware and software concepts requested to cover the range from high-fidelity
telepresent manipulation up to (partly) autonomous operation is still available
for the step towards the first business case in On-Orbit-Servicing.
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